We present a conceptual model for the Storage Resource Manager, the standard interface adopted for the storage systems of the Worldwide Large Hadron Collider Computing Grid. This model provides a clear and concise definition of the structural and behavioral concepts underlying the interface specification and is meant to support service and application development. Different languages (natural language, UML diagrams, and simple set-theoretic and logical notation) are used to describe different aspects of the model.
continents. Its main mission is to provide resources for the storage and analysis of the data generated by the experiments at the LHC facility currently operating at CERN, the European Laboratory for Particle Physics. Four major experiments at the LHC explore the fundamental laws of the universe: ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb. Each experiment has its own computing tasks and procedures, but all rely on the WLCG for the necessary storage and computing resources. The WLCG itself is a federation of autonomous, but largely compatible, Grids: The main contributors are currently the Enabling Grids for E-science project, the Open Science Grid, and the Nordic Data Grid Facility.
The large WLCG sites have a history of providing computing and storage resources for preGrid scientific projects and typically have built up significant storage infrastructures that will also be used by Grid projects. That is, data storage and retrieval on the Grid will have to be compatible with pre-existing basic infrastructures that will also differ significantly from site to site. In particular, CERN and other large computing centers each have their own mass storage systems (MSS), that typically have been operated for many years.
The WLCG must then provide, among other facilities, a common Grid storage service featuring several storage management functions, including dynamic space allocation, the negotiation of file access protocols, support for quality of storage, authentication and authorization mechanisms, storage and file management, scheduling of space and file operations, and support for temporary files. This service relies on the different types of high-end storage systems deployed at different Grid sites. In order to provide uniform, site-independent access to the service, a standard interface, called the Storage Resource Manager (SRM) was proposed [19] .
The WLCG has coordinated an international collaboration that has produced the SRM v2. 2 Interface Specification [20] , submitted to the OGF as a proposed RFC. The SRM v2.2 is currently in production service in the WLCG infrastructure and is being used in data management and access exercises in view of the upcoming data acquisition when the LHC begins operating.
This interface is specified primarily as an application programming interface (API), i.e., a set of requests whereby an application may obtain the desired storage management services. These requests imply a structural and behavioral model of the SRM that is an abstraction of the actual implementations of the interface.
After analyzing the High Energy Physics (HEP) use case and the motivations that led to the definition of the SRM interface, we propose a conceptual model for the SRM that should supplement the API and other specifications with an explicit, clear and concise definition of its underlying structural and behavioral concepts. This model has been used in the definition of the service semantics and has supported a more rigorous validation of its implementations. In the future, it can be a tool for service development.
The proposed model addresses both service and application developers, and it is meant to strike a satisfactory compromise between clarity and formality. Different notations (e.g., basic settheoretic and logical formalism, UML [17] diagrams, and plain English) are used as appropriate to define different aspects of the model. This paper is an amply extended version of the one presented at the ISGC 2007 Conference [9] .
The High Energy Physics Computing Model
Although the four different HEP experiments supported by the WLCG project have different data processing procedures [2, 7, 8, 10] , all of them follow a general distributed computing and data management model, that is briefly described in the rest of this section.
Data Analysis
A simple introduction to the data analysis process in HEP may be useful to better understand the computing model and its requirements.
The experiments at the LHC are based on the observation of particle collisions, or events. Particles, such as protons, are accelerated and made to collide inside the four detectors (one for each experiment) and each collision produces new particles. Physicists identify these particles based on their trajectories and their physical properties, such as energy or momentum, and observe their behavior. Even if all the collisions are between particles of the same kind, their products may be very different from one collision to another, so that only a small fraction of the collisions may result in events that are interesting for a particular experiment. Since collisions occur at a high rate, specialized hardware is used to reduce the number of events to record. This is called event filtering. In addition to these hardware filters, there are also software filters that further select interesting events that are then saved in permanent storage.
A detector is a composite instrument made of thousands of elementary sensors, grouped according to their purpose. For example, a detector may contain a layer of position sensors that produce a signal when a particle crosses one of them, and a layer of energy sensors (or calorimeters) that measure the energy of each particle impinging on them. The data stored after event filtering encodes the outputs of each sensor, and are called raw data. Raw data must then be processed in order to extract and summarize higher-level information (such as particle trajectories, or tracks) for physics analysis. This reprocessing of data is called reconstruction and is very computing intensive, as it must recognize and extract the data pertaining to each single event from the apparently amorphous and tangled mass of signals encoded in the raw data, by means of complex and sophisticated pattern recognition algorithms [12] .
The result of reconstruction is a large collection of events. Schematically, an event is defined by the set of particles produced in the collision, each with its track and momentum. Events are the material on which physicists work: by analysing the events, they may confirm or reformulate their theories. Each experiment, and even each researcher within the experiments, may do different kinds of analysis, and in order to search the reconstructed event data they need a third class of data, the event summary, or tag data, containing summary information used to index events with given properties.
Two other important tasks are calibration and simulation. Calibration consists in testing the various detector components to measure their actual physical parameters. Since these parameters change in time, re-calibration must be performed periodically. Calibration involves analysis of the test results and possibly re-execution of reconstruction steps.
Simulation is used to predict the experimental results and to test the reconstruction and analysis algorithms. This involves simulating both the physical processes and the structure and behavior of the detectors. Simulation programs must process great amounts of data (including, for example, the geometrical and physical parameters of all the sensors), perform complex mathematical computations, and produce simulated raw data comparable in size with the actual experimental data. For this reason simulation is usually done at smaller centers, leaving the larger ones available for "real" data processing.
Requirements for Distributed Computing and Storage
The common computing model for the four experiments must meet some high-level requirements that stem from the following issues:
Central data recording: Alle the raw data are produced and recorded at CERN. These raw data are read-only, as they are never updated once written. Large data storage: Each experiment produces a few (5 to 10) Petabytes (PB) of data each year that need to be stored permanently.
Computing intensive processing: As mentioned above, event reconstruction requires a great amount of computing power, in addition to the storage requirements for reconstructed data, in the order of many Terabytes to a few Petabytes per year. Distributed computing and storage centers:
CERN is considered to be the main center to provide storage and processing power. However, each of the four experiments is a collaboration of many countries where almost each of the countries provides storage and computing capacity that is dedicated to one or more physics experiments. In this way, the overall computing power as well as the overall storage capacity available to a single experiment is increased. Distributed user community: Not just the computing and storage hardware is distributed, but also the user community. In fact, many hundreds of research institutes and universities participate in CERN experiments with physicists (the actual end users) distributed all over the globe. They need to analyze physics data from remote locations, expecting transparent access and good response time when accessing data stored at different sites. In a Grid environment, a virtual organization (VO) is a distributed community of users, usually from different institutions, that share a common goal (e.g., performing an experiment) and the computing resources to achieve it, according to a common set of policies.
Multi-Tier Architecture
The four experiments together are expected to produce between 10 and 20 PB of data per year. To aid in handling such quantities efficiently, the WLCG infrastructure has been divided into tiers. At the highest level is Tier-0, CERN itself, where the experiments record their raw data and run a first-pass reconstruction. One copy of the raw and the reconstructed data is saved on tape in the computer center at CERN, while other partial copies are distributed over eleven Tier-1 centers. These are large computer centers in Europe, the USA, Canada, and Taiwan, all connected to CERN through dedicated network links of at least 10 Gbps. Each Tier-1 center will save its fraction of the raw and reconstructed data on tape as well. Later the Tier-1 centers will typically reprocess the raw data with better calibration parameters or improved software versions. The output is saved on tape and may need to be copied to one or more partner Tier-1 centers for better availability of the data for subsequent analyses. At the next level there are about 200 Tier-2 sites. A Tier-2 site normally comprises a CPU farm and disk storage of up to a few tens of Terabytes. Most of the analysis is expected to be done at Tier-2 sites, which will download the necessary input data files from the Tier-1 sites. A Tier-1 site will have a cluster of Tier-2 sites around it, often in the same country or larger region, and dependent on support from their Tier-1 center. Some of the experiments, however, expect their Tier-2 sites to download data from Tier-1 centers in other regions. Tier-2 sites will also be used to produce Monte Carlo (i.e. simulated) data, that they will upload to their Tier-1 center for safekeeping and further distribution as needed.
A Tier-3 center typically amounts to a CPU farm at a university participating in one of the experiments. Tier-3 resources typically are not officially pledged to an experiment, but are used opportunistically. To complicate matters further, CERN also acts as a Tier-1 center and any Tier-1 center can also act as a Tier-2 site.
High Energy Physics Use Cases
In the following sections we give an overview of the basic cases for computing usage in HEP. These use cases illustrate more in detail the computation and data model introduced previously.
Reconstruction
The raw data, whether real or simulated, must be reconstructed in order to calculate physical quantities such as position and momentum of particles, information about particle identification and so on. The pattern recognition algorithms in the reconstruction programs make use of calibration and alignment constants to correct for any temporal changes in the response of the detector and its electronics, and in its placement. This process is computationally very intensive and needs to be repeated a few times in order to accommodate improvements in the algorithms and in calibration and alignment constants. It requires about 100 Million SI2000 [14] (equivalent to about 50,000 of todays PCs) per year for the 4 experiments. Therefore, it cannot be executed entirely at CERN. Raw data are stored on tape at CERN and streamed to Tier 1 sites where reconstruction starts as soon as data arrive. For this use case the storage requirements are the following:
-Specific data transfer servers with wide area network access and adequately large buffers need to be in place in order to efficiently receive data coming from Tier-0. -Discovery functions should allow for the identification of the data services and buffers dedicated to each experiment. -Data transfer services should allow for reliable and secure transfer of large buffers of data. Such services should provide users with transfer scheduling and retry functionalities. -Data transfer servers must be connected to the tape storage systems for persistent storage of the data. -A proper storage interface to MSS should be available in order to trigger and control storage operations independently of the storage system. -Given the amount of data involved, it is desirable to avoid making multiple copies of the data. Therefore, the data need to remain on disk for a time sufficient to reconstruct them, before they are deleted to make space for new data. The pinning functionality allows for specifying a lifetime associated to the data stored in a given space. -For a critical operation such as reconstruction of physics data, it is mandatory to avoid competition for resources with other experiments. Therefore, dedicated resources are normally required by the experiments.
Mainstream Analysis
This use case can be considered as the standard, scheduled activity of a physics group in a research center. The research group is interested in analyzing a certain data set (typically consisting of several Giga-or Terabytes of data) in a certain Tier 1 center that has spare computing capacity. If the data are not available in that site, they need to be transferred in a scheduled way and the operation might last for a few days. Once the data have arrived, physics analysis operations can be carried out. For instance, the correctness of an algorithms may be verified against the reconstructed data: This process implies access to 1-2% of the total reconstructed data of an experiment, and it might require rerunning variations of the program several times on the same set of data. Once the process is finished, the result is stored on tape. The storage, data and transfer requirements are as follows:
-The local storage system and data transfer server must provide the required performance. -Data transfer tools must be in place that have access to the source storage system and can transfer data to another storage system at a different site/tier. Since the physics activity and therefore also the data transfers are scheduled, the data transfers can be optimized in order to allow for a maximum usage of certain network links: bandwidth can be "reserved" by prioritizing one physics group in turn and reducing the data transfer of other physics groups or individual users. -Once data has arrived at the site, computing and storage resources must be dynamically or statically reserved for a particular user group. -It should be possible to express ownership of resources and specify authorization patterns. -In order to ensure resource sharing, quotas should possibly be enforced transparently so that several groups within the VO or even multiple VOs can concurrently use the resources at a site. -Resource usage and status should be monitored and published so that busy resources are not selected for further computing and/or storage tasks. -If the needed data are on tape, they must first be staged, i.e., transferred to disk for online access. Therefore, transparent staging tools must be available.
-The different file access protocols used by the applications must be supported by the storage facility. -Once data have been analyzed, the resulting output can be saved on tape if considered to be correct and of value for further processing. Therefore, tools to archive the result on tape and register the result in the Grid-wide file catalogs are necessary. -Physicists should be provided with the necessary tools to manage space, for instance in case the storage system does not remove unneeded files automatically.
Grid operators and/or site administrators that take care of the execution and monitoring of data transfers as well as the allocation of CPU power to the physics group can further support and optimize the actual execution of this use case.
Hot Channel Analysis
This type of analysis is sometimes called chaotic analysis. In contrast to the scheduled mainstream analysis of a physics group, here a single scientist working on some very specific analysis task might request access to datasets of any size, i.e., it is not known a priori how much data would need to be available in disk pools or transferred over the wide area network.
This use case is of particular importance for physicists, system administrators, operators, and developers since it can create some worst-case scenarios that stress the system. This use case may also reveal scalability issues in many parts of the data access and storage system. For instance, how many files can be requested to be staged from tape to disk without seriously degrading the performance of the system? How many files can be transferred in parallel between two or more sites without seriously affecting the scheduled activities mentioned in previous sections?
Because of this chaotic and unpredictable behaviour, it is very important to be able to control storage resource usage and access accurately in order to prevent problems. In particular, quotas and dynamic space reservation become essential. Additionally, the ability to control data and resource access establishing local policies and access control lists is fundamental. For instance, the capability of staging files from tape to disk or to store results permanently on tape should be allowed only to users covering certain roles and belonging to specific groups. VO managers are allowed to check periodically the resources available to them to ensure correct usage. They need to check for file ownership, correct placement of files, file sizes, etc. VO managers can delete files or move them to storage of appropriate quality whenever needed.
Calibration
Calibration requires fast access to data as well as a large amount of computing power at some peak times. This might also involve transferring raw data to disk caches or disk pools to allow reconstruction algorithms to reprocess existing data. This could be a very costly operation since it can schedule transfers of huge amounts of data from tape to disk. Many tape drives can be busy in this task that might have high priority. Once the calibration constants obtained prove to be accurate, they are stored in experiment specific databases that are distributed to a few sites for performance and fault tolerance reasons.
Storage Elements
A Storage Element (SE) is a Grid Service implemented on a MSS that may be based on a pool of disk servers, on more specialized high-performing disk-based hardware, or on a disk cache front-end backed by a tape system, or some other reliable, long-term storage medium. Remote data access is provided by a GridFTP service [1] and possibly by other data transfer services, while local (intra-cluster) access is provided by POSIX-like input/output calls. Authentication, authorization and audit/accounting facilities are also part of a SE.
A Storage Element provides spaces where users create and access files. A file is a logical set of data that is embodied in one or more physical copies (much like a book is a logical piece of literature that is embodied in the copies sold in bookstores).
Storage spaces may be of different qualities, related to reliability and accessibility, and support different data transfer protocols. Different users may have different requirements on space quality and access protocol, therefore, in addition to the basic data transfer and file access functions, a SE must support more advanced resource management services, including dynamic space allocation. Clients must be able to access the resource management services through a standard interface, independent of the underlying MSS. This interface is offered by the Storage Resource Manager.
The Storage Resource Manager Interface
The Storage Resource Manager (SRM) is a middleware component whose function is to provide dynamic space allocation and file management on shared storage components on the Grid. More precisely, the SRM is a Grid service associated with a Storage Element, with several different implementations, each targeted to a specific MSS. Its interface is defined by the SRM Interface Specification [20] that lists the service requests that a client application may issue, along with the data types for their arguments and results.
Request signatures are given in an implementation-independent language and grouped by functionality; the various classes of requests reflect the requirements arising from the use cases seen in Section 1.3:
-Space management requests allow the client to reserve, release, and manage spaces, specifying or negotiating their quality and lifetime. -Data transfer requests have the purpose of getting files into SRM spaces either from the client's space or from other remote storage systems on the Grid, and to retrieve them. -Directory requests create, populate, list, or delete directories. -Permission requests set or list read and write permissions on files and directories. -Discovery functions allow applications to query the availability and characteristics of the storage system behind the SRM interface.
We will mention only the requests that will be referred to in the rest of the paper. Among them, the following space management requests: srmReserveSpace allows the requester to allocate space with specified properties. srmReleaseSpace releases an occupied space. If the space contains copies of a file, the system must check if those copies can be deleted. srmChangeSpaceForFiles is used to change the space where the files are stored. srmExtendFileLifeTimeInSpace is used to extend the lifetime of files that have a copy in the space.
And then we list the following data transfer requests: srmPrepareToPut creates a handle, i.e., a reference that clients can use to create new files in a storage space or overwrite existing ones. srmPutDone tells the SRM that the write operations are done. srmCopy allows an SRM server to copy a local file to another SRM server or to retrieve a file from it. srmBringOnline is used to make files ready for future use. The system may stage copies from a slow medium such as a tape system to a faster one such as a disk. srmPrepareToGet returns a handle to an online copy of the requested file. srmReleaseFiles marks as releasable the copies generated by srmPrepareToGet or srmBringOnline. srmAbortRequest, srmAbortFiles force termination of asynchronous requests. srmExtendFileLifeTime extends the (pin) lifetime of files, copies, or handles.
A Model for the Storage Resource Manager
The main specification documents for the SRM are the above mentioned Interface Specification and the Storage Element Model for SRM 2.2 and GLUE schema description [3] . Other relevant documents are [11, 18, 19] . The Interface Specification has the purpose of defining the SRM API, therefore it is not meant to provide an overall view of the underlying concepts, while the GLUE schema is a UML model meant to define only the SRM properties relevant for the Information Service, so it cannot fully represent the SRM and particularly its behavior. Initially, the work on the SRM was focused on interface definition and implementation, but now the SRM development has reached a stage where an explicit model of the service semantics is useful for interface designers, service developers, testers, and users.
This model should be a synthetic description of a user's view of the service, with the basic entities (such as space, file. . . ), their relationships, and the changes they may go through.
We have chosen to use two models, with different levels of formality. The semi-formal model uses plain English and UML diagrams, and it is meant to give an overall view of the system, identifying its main components, their relationships and behavior, and to define and clarify the terms that users and developers read in the Interface Specification. A more formal model uses the wellknown set-theoretic and logical notation to express constraints. This model is meant to resolve ambiguities that might remain in the semi-formal model, and to support the design and testing of SRM implementations. Note that not even this model is completely formal, since several details have been left out: For example, the concept of time has not been formalized. A complete axiomatization would be needed in order to use some automatic proof system, but usage of such sophisticated methods is left for future development, after the initial version of the model has been validated by its users.
Describing Concepts and Properties
The SRM model has been built according to the classical object-oriented approach: The most relevant concepts have been identified and represented as object classes, their properties and reciprocal relationships being modeled by attributes and associations subject to various constraints. All this information constitutes the static model.
When the SRM Interface Specification document and the GLUE Schema are considered, some basic concepts, such as space and file, are immediately evident. However, finding the best way of characterizing them is not quite obvious. The documents provide informal definitions for them, but in order to define their attributes it was often necessary to go through the Interface Specification and see what input parameters in the API affect the SRM behavior with respect to the given entities.
In the following we define the concepts that have been deemed necessary to model the SRM and we describe their attributes and associations, possibly with related constraints. Figure 1 shows a partial UML class diagram for the SRM static model, where the Storage Element has been left out.
In the diagram, the attribute names are usually related to the names of parameters (or fields of structured parameters) occurring in the request signatures published in the Interface Specification. The attribute types are the types defined in the Interface Specification.
Some attributes specify time intervals or storage sizes, expressed in seconds and number of bytes, respectively. The Interface Specification does not impose any lower or upper bound on such attributes, since their bounds depend on the single implementations.
Storage Class and File Storage Type
The execution of most SRM operations depends on a few properties of the involved files and of the spaces where their copies reside. In this section we introduce the properties of storage class and (file) storage type. Storage classes are the SRM way to specify the quality of space offered by a storage system, and the user's requirements for permanent and reliable storage. Storage classes are defined in terms of two other properties, retention policy and access latency.
The properties of retention policy and access latency may or must be specified for most SRM requests involving the reservation or creation of spaces and files. Retention policy describes the reliability of a storage medium, while access latency says if data are immediately accessible or must be staged from a slow medium (e.g., tape) to a faster one.
Retention policy is a qualitative indication of the likelihood that a file copy may be lost in a given storage space. This likelihood may be high, A space with a high likelihood of file loss is said to have a REPLICA retention policy, since it is satisfactory for replicated files that can be accessed with a limited performance penalty if a single copy is lost. A space with an intermediate likelihood of file loss has an OUTPUT retention policy, since it is satisfactory for files that are not replicated but can be recreated as the output of some computation. Finally, the CUSTODIAL retention policy applies to storage that has a low likelihood of file loss, and is therefore appropriate for files whose recovery would be very costly or even impossible.
Access latency is a classification of storage media according to the timeliness of data access. A space where data are immediately accessible is ONLINE, otherwise it is NEARLINE. A NEAR-LINE space is supported by a medium, such as tape or DVD libraries, that uses mechanical operations (beyond disk spinning) to retrieve the data, that are then staged to temporary disk storage. The SRM specification considers also an OFFLINE category of access latency, for data requiring manual intervention to be made accessible, but this category is not supported by the current SRM implementations and will be ignored in the following. Also the OUTPUT value of retention policy is currently unsupported, and therefore ignored.
The possible combinations of these properties supported within the WLCG are shown in Table 1 . In WLCG such combinations are referred to as storage classes and called Tape0Disk0, Tape0Disk1, etc. For instance, raw data are normally stored on spaces of storage class CUSTODIAL-NEARLINE, to guarantee that files stored there will be permanently stored on tape. Raw data do not need to be kept on disk and therefore only NEARLINE access is requested. Whenever needed, raw data will be recalled on disk for reprocessing. We remark that retention policy and access latency are purely qualitative properties, since currently the SRM users have expressed no need of quantitative measurements of reliability and performance.
While the storage class is a property of spaces, the storage type is a property of files that refers to their lifecycle. A VOLATILE file has a limited lifetime, and it is deleted after the lifetime has expired. A DURABLE file also has a limited lifetime, but the SRM may not delete it automatically, instead it must be removed explicitly by the file owner. A PERMANENT file has an unlimited lifetime, and may be removed explicitly by the file owner. Durable files are not supported by the current WLCG implementations and will be ignored in the following.
Storage Element
A storage element can be seen as an aggregate of storage media, possibly with different characteristics: for example, a single storage element might have both tapes and disks, or disks of different kinds. Further, different media might be accessed through different protocols (such as GridFTP or RFIO). The characteristics of the storage media determine the storage classes of the allocated spaces. The main properties of the storage element are then its identifier, the size of the available storage, the supported storage classes, and the supported protocols.
To save space, the UML class modeling the storage element is not shown in Fig. 1 . In the complete diagram, it is linked to the Space class through a composition (i.e., strong ownership) relationship.
Space
A space is a part of a storage medium that can be reserved for a user. Users reserve space of a given requested size with a given storage class, i.e., with given values of retention policy and access latency, and then may store files on them. Space reservation works on a best-effort basis: If the user asks for a given amount of space to be reserved, the system might respond with a smaller amount of reserved space that the user can decide to release if insufficient.
The value of attribute totalReservedSpace may then be different from the requested size. Further, the availability of this amount of space is not guaranteed. The user may request a guaranteed amount of space, and the value of attribute guaranteedReservedSpace is the amount of space actually guaranteed.
Each space is uniquely identified by a space token, represented as an opaque string returned by the space reservation operation.
Finally, a space has a lifetime, limited or unlimited.
File
A file is a logical dataset that resides on a space. More precisely, a file has one or more physical instances, or copies. One of the copies is the master, or primary, copy, and a file is said to reside in the space containing the master copy.
A file is identified by a Site URL (SURL), a string of the form:
SFN=]site_file_name where the parts in square brackets are optional.
The locality of a file describes where its copies reside: the copies of an ONLINE file are all in ONLINE spaces, those of a NEARLINE file are in NEARLINE spaces, while an ONLINENEAR-LINE file has copies in both kinds of spaces. The UNAVAILABLE and LOST values of locality mean that a file's copies are temporarily or, respectively, permanently unavailable due to hardware failures.
A file has a storage type (see above) and also a retention policy and access latency. These latter properties, requested by the user when the file is created, specify a constraint on the corresponding properties of the space containing the master copy: the space must have a better or equal value of retention policy and access latency than the specified file properties.
Volatile (and durable) files are initially assigned a lifetime (fileLifetimeAssigned). The value of attribute fileLifetimeLeft is the remaining lifetime at the time when a user request is serviced, and its value is returned by several SRM calls.
Copy
Most user requests referring to files (through their SURLs) affect their copies, but the copies themselves are not managed directly by the user. Instead, they are controlled by the SRM according to its space management strategies, compatibly with the space and file properties. The SRM distinguishes among the copies of a given file through the request token, an opaque string associated with the user request that caused the copy to be created.
Copies, too, have a retention policy, an access latency, and a storage type. Their retention policy and access latency are related to the space storage class with the same constraints seen for files. The storage type may be different from the storage type of the file.
A copy may be pinned, i.e., it may be guaranteed to be kept in a space for a given time, the pin lifetime.
Handle
Users do not know the location of a file's copies within a storage element, so that the SRM be free to create, move, and destroy copies according to its space management policies. When a user needs to access the data, the SRM returns the needed information, consisting in the physical location of a copy in the storage element, and in the protocol to be used for data access. This information is encoded in a Transport URL (TURL), a kind of URI of the form:
protocol://host[:port]/physical_file_name where the parts in square brackets are optional.
The TURL is valid only for a given timespan. A TURL and its validity timespan make a handle for an accessible copy. The value of the handlePinTime attribute is the validity timespan of the TURL.
Describing Behavior
The static model is a vocabulary that defines the components of the SRM, with their properties and relationships. We can now refer to this vocabulary to describe the behavior of the SRM, i.e., its dynamic model. This behavioral description is arguably the most relevant contribution of the model for application developers, since it enables them to ascertain what sequences of requests are allowed by the SRM and what responses are expected. The dynamic model can then be used as a protocol for the SRM service.
We observe that a protocol specifies the prescribed behavior of a system. All interactions not explicitly allowed by the protocol (such as out-ofsequence requests or requests with invalid parameters) are erroneous and the (implicit) response to them is the return of an error code. The Interface Specification lists the possible error codes (called status) for all requests.
We describe the dynamic model with the Statecharts formalism [13, 17] adopted in the UML. In this formalism, a state machine has a hierarchical structure, i.e., any of its states can be decomposed into substates, or, conversely, states can be composed into superstates.
Transitions are labeled by triggers, i.e., events that enable the transition, and possibly by guards, i.e., conditions that must hold for the enabled transition to take place. Trigger events may be occurrences of requests, denoted by the request name and possibly by request arguments, or time events, denoted by when clauses. An unlabeled transition is triggered by the completion of the activity carried out by the system in the source state. In the diagrams, we have dropped the "srm" prefix from the names of requests.
Some conventions allow for a compact graphical representation: drawing a transition originating from the border of a superstate icon is equivalent to drawing transitions originating from each of the substate icons, with the same target and the same trigger and guard.
File Behavior
A file is created with a prepareToPut or a copy request (Fig. 2) . A request may involve several files and can be served asynchronously, so any file being created may remain for some time in a waiting state (SURL_Unassigned) before it is assigned a SURL. In this state, the file can be destroyed by an abortFiles or abortRequest operation. Otherwise, after some time a SURL is assigned and the file enters a state (SURL_Assigned) where further requests may affect it.
A file in the SURL_Assigned state can be destroyed by an rm (remove) request, by a releaseSpace request with the force (short for forceFileRelease) option, when its lifetime expires and the file is volatile, or when the pin lifetime of its last copy expires and the file is volatile.
Some requests are accepted in the SURL_ Assigned state, but they do not alter the behavior. Such requests are listed as internal transitions (1) (shown inside the state icon in the diagram) and leave the file in SURL_Assigned and in its current substate, whichever it be.
Other requests do change the file state, but still keeping it in the SURL_Assigned superstate. The evolution of a file in this state is shown in Fig. 3 . Please note that the SRM standard allows implementations to exhibit a different behavior from the one shown here. Namely, after a putDone request for a CUSTODIAL file, an online copy may be kept at least temporarily, so that the file goes to the NearlineOnline state instead of the Nearline state.
When the SURL is first assigned, the file enters the Busy state. In this state, data can be transferred to the storage element by an external application (e.g., GridFTP). When the transfer is complete, the user notifies the SRM by issuing a putDone request. The next state depends on the retention policy requested for the file: if it is CUSTODIAL, the master copy is created in a NEARLINE space, and the file is, accordingly, in the Nearline state. This state then models a situation where all copies (typically, just the master copy) of the file are in NEARLINE space.
Copies of a file with CUSTODIAL retention policy may also be created in an ONLINE space, and the file is then in the NearlineOnline state. Some transitions may take it back to Nearline; in particular, the expiration of the pin lifetime of the last online copy.
If the retention policy is not CUSTODIAL, the master copy is created in an ONLINE space. When all copies of a file are in an ONLINE space, the file is in the Online state, where it may remain until expiration of its lifetime.
A More Formal Static Model
In the preceding section a model of the SRM has been described in plain English. This informal description makes explicit many assumptions underlying the Interface Specification and introduces (hopefully with appropriate clarity) the relevant concepts. UML diagrams summarize the model in a synthetic, semi-formal manner. While we feel that this informal and semiformal representation is valuable for users and developers of the SRM, a finer level of detail and a greater degree of formality are needed to ensure interoperability and full compliance with the specification. Therefore we propose an initial, still incomplete, formal model expressed in basic mathematical notation. Since the SRM is still evolving and several issues are still being discussed among its developers, the model is limited to fundamental features, upon which further extensions and refinements can be built.
An elementary mathematical notation was chosen instead of some more specialized language, as most developers are familiar with standard set-theoretic and logical notation, while probably only a few of them have a working knowledge of formal specification languages. Otherwise, such languages as the UML Object Constraint Language [21] or the Z Specification Language [22] would be attractive candidates. If the SRM community will consider adopting such languages, it should be easy to translate from the notation adopted here.
Basic Definitions
In order to describe the SRM in term of elementary mathematical concepts, we first introduce some basic sets whose members are unstructured values, such as atomic symbols (meant to represent names of objects or discrete values for their attributes) or numbers. Then we define the constructed sets of storage elements, spaces, copies, handles, and files as Cartesian products of some previously defined sets. Hence, each element of one of these constructed sets is a tuple with named components. We call the components attributes, and we use the dot notation to refer to the value of an object's component. For example, if a set S is defined as B 1 × B 2 , its elements are tuples of the form attr1, attr2 , with attr1 ∈ B 1 and attr2 ∈ B 2 . If an object o belongs to S, the expression o.attr1 denotes the value of its first component.
All sets defined in the following are mutually disjoined.
Only the most relevant attributes will be considered in this formalization. These attributes usually match the attributes introduced in the UML model, but in some cases a function replaces a UML attribute.
The sets corresponding to attributes will be introduced incrementally, i.e., when defining a new constructed set we will mention only the constituent sets that have not been previously introduced.
Common Properties
We define the following basic sets:
For set L, we have:
where ' ' (top) denotes an unlimited value.
For sets Rp and Al we have, respectively:
We define the set of storage classes as:
and a storage class as a tuple of the form retpol, latency .
Storage Element
Storage element SEid a countable set identifiers of symbols Protocols P = {rfio, dcap,gsiftp, file}
We define the set of storage properties as:
and the storage element properties as a tuple of the form sclass, protocol .
The set of supported properties is the powerset (i.e., the set of subsets) of the storage properties:
We finally define the set of storage elements as:
A storage element is a tuple of the form id, sprops, size .
Space
Space Tokens T a countable set of symbols Owners O a finite set of symbols Space requests R s a countable set of symbols We finally define the set of spaces as:
A space is a tuple of the form token, lifetime, props, size, owner, request .
Copy
Physical File Names Pfn a countable set of symbols Copy requests R c a countable set of symbols
We define the set of copies as:
A copy is a tuple of the form physname, pintime, request .
Handle
TURLs Tr a countable set of symbols Handle requests R h a countable set of symbols
We define the set of handles as:
A handle is a tuple of the form turl, pintime, request .
File
We define the following basic sets: 
We define the set of files as:
A file is a tuple of the form surl, lifetime, ftype, size, ctime, stype, sclass, locality .
Functions and Relationships
After introducing sets that model entities and their properties, we can use functions to model their relationships. In particular, one-to-may relationships are modeled by functions that map to (sub)sets.
We define the following functions: stime Function stime is the start time of a space, copy, or handle, i.e., the time when its (pin) lifetime starts to be counted down.
lleft Function lleft is the remaining (pin) lifetime of a space, copy, or handle at a given time.
file Function file gives the file owning a copy.
fcopies Function fcopies gives the set of copies of a file.
space The space hosting a given copy.
scopies Function scopies gives the set of copies hosted by a space.
refcopy Function refcopy gives the copy that is referred to by a handle.
fhandles Function fhandles gives the set of handles that refer to a copy of a file.
shandles Function shandles gives the set of handles that refer to a copy held by a space.
master A file has one master copy.
mspace The space holding a file's master copy.
resfiles A file is resident on a space if the space holds the file's master copy. Function resfiles gives the set of files resident on a space.
Constraints
With the sets and functions introduced above, we can now express some of the constraints that must be satisfied by the SRM. The constraints are grouped by the main entity they refer to, and for each entity they are grouped by the main attribute or relationship affected by the constraint.
Other constraints are grouped under the Integrity heading.
In the following, se denotes the storage element.
Space
Size The sum of all the space sizes on a storage elements cannot exceed the total available space of the storage element: s∈S s.size ≤ se.size .
Lifetimes
The remaining lifetime of a space s at start time equals its assigned lifetime:
Properties The properties of a space are supported by the storage element:
∀ s∈S s.props ∈ se.sprops .
Copy
Integrity A copy is hosted by exactly one space:
A copy belongs to exactly one file:
Pintime The pintime of a copy cannot exceed either the file's or the space's lifetime:
The remaining pin lifetime of a copy at start time equals its assigned pinlifetime:
A copy cannot outlive its file:
Handle
Integrity A handle must refer to exactly one copy:
Pintime The pintime of a handle cannot exceed the copy's pin lifetime:
The remaining pin lifetime of a handle at start time equals its assigned pinlifetime:
A handle cannot outlive its copy:
File
Integrity A file resides in exactly one space:
Policy The storage class of a file must be supported by the storage element:
The retention policy of a file must match the space's retention policy:
The access latency of a file must be compatible with the space's access latency:
Lifetime The lifetime of a file cannot exceed the space's lifetime:
The remaining lifetime of a file at start time equals its assigned lifetime:
A file cannot outlive its space:
Validation of Existing SRM Implementations
The SRM has currently been implemented for five different MSS, namely:
CASTOR developed at CERN [4] and used by many other laboratories to serve data on automatic tape libraries and on disk servers used mainly as a frontend cache. The SRM 2.2 implementation for CASTOR has been made by RAL (UK). dCache developed at DESY (Germany) [11] , used by many sites with multiple MSS backends, both custom and proprietary. dCache can be used also as a disk-only MSS. The SRM 2.2 implementation for dCache has been made by FNAL. DPM developed at CERN [5] . This is a disk-only based MSS. The SRM 2.2 implementation has been made at CERN. DRM/BeStMan is the LBNL disk-based storage system. LBNL has been the first promoter of SRM. This storage system was the first prototype on which SRM has been tested. StoRM is a disk-based system [6] . It offers an SRM 2.2 interface to parallel file systems such as GPFS or PVFS. The SRM 2.2 implementation has been made at CNAF.
All these systems have been tested for compliance with the SRM Interface Specification. Using various techniques of black-box testing [16] , five families of test cases have been designed: Availability to check the availability in time of the SRM service end-points. Basic to verify basic functionality of the implemented SRM APIs.
Use Cases
to check boundary conditions, use cases derived by real usage, function interactions, exceptions, etc. Exhaustion to exhaust all possible values of input and output arguments such as length of filenames, SURL format, optional arguments, strings, etc. Stress tests to stress the systems, identify race conditions, study the behavior of the system when critical concurrent operations are performed, etc.
The SRM model proposed in this paper has been used to derive several test cases in the Basic and Use Cases test suites.
Even though these implementations have been certified by WLCG to be SRM v2.2 compliant, at the moment they show a few differences. Such differences created some difficulties in designing an implementation transparent processing and analysis systems for the experiments. Differences among implementations are mainly due to the fact that the SRM specifications are not explicit in many respects. These issues will be probably addressed with the next release of SRM.
To give a few examples, we can mention the fact that at the moment CASTOR does not provide hard pinning of files, while dCache does. When a file is pinned in CASTOR, if the system runs out of space it checks for possible candidates for garbage collection even among the pinned files, honouring further requests for space. The dCache system, instead, rejects further requests for space if all files in the given space are pinned, waiting for some of the pins to expire. Therefore, while with dCache an experiment can strongly control which files are automatically removed by the system in a space, with CASTOR this does not happen.
Another difference between CASTOR and the other implementations comes from the fact that in CASTOR space tokens specified for Get and BringOnline operations are honoured, while other systems ignore such tokens and select the most adequate space for the requested file. This CASTOR feature allows clients to strictly control the usage of the specified spaces. As a drawback, CAS-TOR users sometimes need to know some internal details of the system. Furthermore, through this feature, users can create multiple copies of files in multiple spaces and it is up to them to manage them properly.
A complete report on the validation experience and the differences among the various implementations is under compilation. This report will be used to focus on the issues that need to be addressed with the next release of the SRM.
Conclusions
A comprehensive model of the SRM has been proposed to support the development and verification of SRM implementations, using different notations and levels of formality in order to satisfy the needs of different stakeholders in the SRM development. In spite of this internal diversity, we trust that it is and will remain coherent, provided that the different levels of formality are kept separated and reciprocally consistent.
The first draft of the model is available, and feedback from its users is awaited. In fact, the model has already contributed to the validation of existing implementations by assisting in the design of a few families of tests, and its development has helped in identifying unanticipated behaviors and interactions.
The testing campaign itself has motivated the developers to reconsider many of the initial assumptions and decisions, leading to solutions that seem to better satisfy the needs of the users.
The model is still being developed with the aim to formalize the dynamic interactions, and generate test sets automatically. The current SRM implementations must be further validated for protocol compliance, since currently they do not reflect the full protocol but rather a subset defined in the document known as Memorandum of Understanding, or MoU [15] , an agreement on the initial SRM requirements for WLCG.
